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Popular culture was not identified by the people but by others, and it still 
carries two older senses: inferior kinds of work (cf. popular literature, 
popular press as distinguished from quality press); and work deliberately 
setting out to win favour (popular journalism as distinguished from 
democratic journalism, or popular entertainment); as well as the more 
modern sense of well-liked by many people, with which of course, in many 
cases, the earlier senses overlap.  The recent sense of popular culture as 
the culture actually made by the people for themselves is different to all of 
these; it is often displaced to the past as folk culture but it is also an important 
modern emphasis. 
Williams, R., Keywords.1   
 
 
Abstract 
This paper discusses some of the work carried out in ITDN 371 Interior Design Theory and 
Criticism at Victoria University Wellington, New Zealand, a course that explores the interior 
and interior design.  It discusses marginalised readings of architecture through popular 
culture, and focuses on domesticity, decoration and decorum.  As such it draws on feminist 
theory to affect a critique of architecture through questioning the oppression/subjugation of 
the interior in modern architectural discourse, a discourse that trivialised and dismissed 
feminine activity in the home.2  Furthermore it responds to mass culture, consumption and 
conspicuous display by examining consumer goods as a legitimate area of architectural 
study. 
 
Introduction 
Much that currently passes for interior design seems to be rooted in a ‘design’ culture that is 
the outcome of patriarchal (male centred) design philosophy that places logic, rationality, 
function and hygiene above traditional interior practice.  That is, the interior as a realm of 
women and traditional ‘women-centred’ occupations, areas that are now recognised as 
important, culturally and socially, as are universal abstractions.  
 
The ITDN 371 course invites an examination of a feminine domestic aesthetic through the 
‘Cult of Domesticity’ and the gendering of space.  Particularly important is the impact 
Renaissance perspectival space has in driving out a shadowy, body centred interior that is 
the realm of interiority, for one that redefined the interior from the city.  A redefinition that in a 
search for rationality, truth and the universal, opened-up the interior by re-describing 
architecture through form and space, rather than symbol and meaning.  This action leading 
to the loss of fixed symbolic and ritualistic spaces (and inevitably the loss of gendered 
space) is replaced by modernity’s flexible functional operations.  Furthermore as feminist 
theory points out, this is all happening in a gendered architectural profession.3  
 
To assist this discussion the high-culture/popular-culture split is examined and raises issues 
on society and culture, particularly the identification of culture with art and literature to the 
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detriment of working-class culture.  However, it holds back from a Marxist reading of culture 
as simply class determined but instead invoked an understanding of culture as being 
immediate and common to people.  As such students are asked to analyse texts/buildings of 
high and popular culture together “in an effort finally to deconstruct the divisions between 
them.”4  This attitude pervading from Popular Culture studies and understood as a “political 
division rather than a defensible intellectual or aesthetic distinction,” opens consumer goods 
as legitimate research subjects.5 
 
One difficulty with such an approach involves the removal of the popular from its context and 
placing it in the classroom where “examining it in the light of semiotics or psychoanalysis or 
feminism is to make it strange.”6  It no longer resides in the consumer world in which it is 
familiar.  The familiar is made unfamiliar and strangeness is evoked. 
 
Course Outline 
The ITDN 371 course requires students to undertake three assignments over one trimester; 
two essays (one that examines decoration and the domestic, the other a reading of the 
interior), together with a design project that addresses popular culture.7  It is the latter 
assignment entitled “Popular Houses” that this paper concentrates on in an effort to 
recognise that popular culture can influence design, architecture and taste.   
 
Twenty-three students and four staff are involved with the course, though for each of the 
three assignments there is myself plus one other staff member teaching.  However, the 
assignments are related and students are able to draw connections across their work, as is 
the staff.  This is effected by running assignments in parallel, beginning the first essay and 
overlapping the next, as opposed to a sequential process that includes finishing one 
assignment before another.  Under this system assignments are given longer time frame for 
reading, thinking and dwelling.  Work for all assignments is internally assessed to agreed 
criteria that included such things as; quality - beauty of the idea; research - breadth and 
interpretation; and engagement - contributions to seminars. 
 
Assignment Details 
the “Popular Houses” assignment explored the world of children’s toys, examining the 
interior as part of popular culture, through the world of Polly Pocket, a tiny 20mm high figure 
who’s plastic world includes such things as houses, churches, shops and horse boxes.8  
Here is found an expression of popular taste that is stereotypically gendered feminine and 
offered as a legitimate domestic aesthetic.  Inasmuch as the integration of a feminine 
domestic aesthetic into the Polly Pocket house demonstrates the degree to which 
manufacturers understand the role that novelty, fashion and display have in a feminine 
sphere. 
 
There were effectively four parts to the project; part one involved a critical analyses of the 
Polly Pocket house, reading and interpreting signs and spatial arrangements in relation to 
domesticity and our understanding of the interior.  Working in groups of three students 
recorded and documented the Polly Pocket houses and their packaging in many ways that 
included real time video of the unfolding process, drawings, inventories and colour charts, as 
well as discussing them in relation to the critical discourse offered by the course aims.  Each 
Polly Pocket house was examined to determine such thing as; the amount of information 
needed to convey/evoke a sense of use or purpose, for example kitchens, bathrooms and 
stairs; size and scale of objects and rooms in relation to the scenario offered; colour patterns 
and textural relationships.  
 
For the second part each group was assigned a different architecturally well known house, 
and asked to examine it in relation to popular culture and the Polly Pocket house.  The 
‘architectural’ houses were read against aesthetic and symbolic messages implied by the 
Polly Pocket houses to determine whether they contained any fragments and traces of 
domesticity and feminine domestic aesthetic.  Moreover objects, materials, forms and spatial 
relationships considered necessary in the ‘architectural’ house were used to re-examine the 
Polly Pocket house. 
 
Thirdly was the creation of a new ‘architectural-Polly Pocket’ house in which the aims, 
desires of the ‘architectural’ house is collapsed into the world of Polly.  To construct the 
house (at Polly scale) required a rethink on how an object (the house) which is to fold and 
unfold, can be represented through ‘conventional’ architectural plans and model making.  
Inasmuch as the Polly Pocket houses reveal the interior in an unfamiliar way, using such 
devices as folding, sectioning and inverting, breaking all the ‘normal’ domestic conventions 
for play, whilst carrying familiar codifications of home and the domestic.  
 
The fourth part was a short essay that invited students to declare their position on popular 
culture and the interior.  The essay, written in relation to course readings and published 
material on popular culture, particularly from critical and cultural studies, was to further 
develop an understanding of the popular-culture/high-culture split. 
  
Project Outcome 
Children’s Toy:  Micro Machines: Star Wars: Vadars Lightsaber/Death Star 
Trench 
Architectural House:   Zaha Hadid, 59 Eaton Place, London, UK, 1980 
Student Group:  Kylee Herbert, Rebecca Price, Joshua Watt 
Project:    Hadid-Polly  
 
Working from a design for an un-built apartment interior, the students found many drawings, 
paintings and text were ‘elevated’ into an ‘art-form’ describing the apartment in various ways 
that necessitate close reading to determine intention.  Of interest is the categorising of use 
and function into three types, described through three towers as; flamboyant, suprematist 
and clinical, as well as the inclusion of fixed furniture.  Scale changes in the drawings are 
used in the Hadid-Polly, particularly the punctuated black wall with projecting table structure. 
For the final model the black wall determines the closed form, and is read on many scales 
(evoking both a floating piece of furniture and a multi story building).  As a “boy-toy” it 
contains an action button, activation of which causes both sides to drop and reveal the 
interior.  Through the project a number of difficult issues are raised such as whether in a 
popular object, suprematism can or needs to be conveyed, or whether such an act elevates 
the popular to exclusive culture.  Moreover fixed furniture was discussed in relation to it 
being a traditional/social outcome or an extension of ‘controlled’ architectural space.  To its 
credit the Hadid-Polly did provide some startling and original spatial arrangements, in which 
such things as the flamboyant bedroom and clinical bathroom are reduced to essential 
spaces, thereby beginning to respond to the needs of immediacy in popular culture.9 
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Children’s Toy:  Polly Pocket: Cinderella Stepmother’s House 
Architectural House:      Eric Gunnar Asplund, Villa Snellman, Djursholm, Sweeden, 
1918 
Student Group:  Anita Fjin, Jolyon Ludbrook, Leah Prudden, Suzanne Wildin 
Project:    Asplund-Polly 
 
Though investigating a house that offers on the exterior, classicism with an ironic shift, and 
an interior that revolves around a displaced medieval gallery (complete with secret back 
stair), the students’ response concerned an awareness of gendered space within the house. 
In the Snellman house the ‘woman’s dressing room’ and the ‘man’s withdrawing room’ are 
placed at opposite ends of the house, on separate levels.  A shared space is identified as 
the “upper hall”, an irregular oval with a curvilinear form unfolding from the gallery, 
reminiscent of an invaginated pocket.  A ‘thick-walled’ space that is at once enclosed and 
disclosed, perhaps neither interior nor exterior.  In their translation of this into the Asplund-
Polly the ‘male/masculine’ space is a more prominent, public place (the blue room) on the 
ground floor with the more intimate “kammore” located beneath the stairs.  The 
‘female/feminine’ space is a discrete, hidden place (the pink room) on the first floor, a pull-
out drawer revealing a domestic luxuriance.  Both rooms like the rest of the house are 
decorated in Polly colours, as was the shared room, the upper hall.  This room is located on 
a separate level, effectively a third level to a two-storey building, the kind of sectional trickery 
that is possible in Polly’s world.  Access is via a stair that folds outside the ‘building’ spatially 
connecting/disconnecting the room to a wider realm.   The use of furniture and motifs so 
integral to the Cinderella Polly Pocket are developed in the Asplund-Polly to reinforce the 
stereotypical nature of the spatial arrangements. 
 
         
 
 
Children’s Toy:  Polly Pocket: Surf ‘n Swim Island 
Architectural House:   Steven Holl, Museum of Modern Art Tower, New York, 1986 
Student Group:  Rebecca Cockburn, Bihua Fu, Asha Page 
Project:    Holl-Polly 
 
The Polly Pocket Surf ‘n Swim Island (a “locket” type imitating a treasure chest) folds out to 
include a beach, hotel dining room and bedroom, cruise liner deck, and off-shore island 
complete with surfing waves, a veritable holiday bonanza.  It clearly conveys enough 
information to evoke a luxurious vacation occasion, depicting spatial use through attention to 
both objects (tables, sunbeds and surfboards) and spatial surroundings (deck rails, room 
decor and beach rock pools).  By contrast the Holl apartment is studied through interior 
photographs and two drawings; an xyz diagram and a plan projection.  The xyz diagram 
illustrates underlying concepts of the Manhattan grid (an urban event), that controls all new 
interior walls floors and furniture.  It dictates the interior form and spatial arrangement as a 
universal, abstract, mathematical concept.  The diagram acts as an ‘abstract’ representation 
and ‘key’ to understanding the intellectual game, whereas the plan projection, declares the 
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apartment layout in a ‘physical’ sense.  However, this drawing in focussing on new 
interventions, does not declare the existing room features and spatial surroundings – a key 
idea developed in the Holl-Polly.  In this version the closed form becomes a cubic treasure 
chest, a purple version of the Platonic solid complete with locks.  When unfolded, all 
enclosing surfaces are laid flat, any vertical walls/screens are from within the cube.  In this 
way it also declares a spatial relationship that is independent of enclosing walls, in a similar 
manner to Holl’s apartment, as opposed to formed static, prescribed spaces of ritual and 
repetition.  However, the Holl-Polly challenges the existing taste and control of the spaces in 
the position, type and colour of furniture and wall finishes through the introduction of the 
Polly range.   
 
         
 
 
Children’s Toy:  Polly Pocket: Ballet Dancer 
Architectural House:  Ushida Findlay Partnership, Truss Wall House, Tokyo 
Student Group:  Rehana Dayananda, Adelene Han, Penelpoe Jones 
Project:    Ushida Findlay-Polly 
 
The Truss Wall House asserts a difference with its neighbours through its construction and 
non-orthogonal geometry.  Moreover, it focuses on the continuity between body and space, 
spatial consciousness and unconsciousness, through the exploration of ‘shape that flow.’  It 
contains interior spaces that respond to peoples’ movements and groupings, though it tends 
to blur the boundaries of inside and outside in a fluid manner.  Many of these issues are 
incorporated in the Ushida Findlay-Polly, particularly in its delicate making that captures a 
non-static presence.  However, this together with flowing inside/outside space, is made in 
relation to a known development from the inside - the outside is given rise to by the inside.  
This idea is also reinforced in the redefinition of parts through colour and spatial connections 
that suffuse the model with an almost overbearing visual saturation that is perhaps 
pleasurable and accessible.  These ideas are further demonstrated by the ‘closed’ state, in 
which the Ushida Findlay-Polly remains partially open rather than folding into a closed, solid 
object. 
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Conclusion 
The assignment was enthusiastically met by the students, perhaps due to an easy 
identification with Polly Pocket, a remnant of either their childhood, or their own children’s 
play world.  Such an affinity threw into doubt its academic success, for example would the 
students stay with what was known and remembered from childhood or use the experiment 
to challenge their own design preconceptions.  Fortunately it was the latter.  The project 
offered ‘open’ thinking, encouraging students to question architectural theory in relation to 
feminist thinking and the relationship of the interior to social and cultural concerns.  
Engaging with popular culture enabled students to understand the interior through a 
feminine domestic aesthetic, and to question their own easy dismissal of so called trivial 
domestic practice.  One of the more interesting outcomes of the assignment was the 
recognition that the house-as-object gave way (when opened) to house-as-landscape, 
revealing social/spatial relationships, perhaps another way of seeing architecture and the 
interior in relation to the urban and the corporeal.   
 
Teaching Staff 
Course Coordinator:    Mark Taylor 
Ass 1: Roaming Around the Domicile: Alexandra Teague/Mark Taylor 
Ass 2: Popular Houses:    David Robinson/Mark Taylor 
Ass 3: Interior Reading Interior:  Katie Corner/Mark Taylor 
 
The author gratefully acknowledges the ITDN 371 students. 
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